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SECOLO
WIRELESS LOCKING SYSTEM

MRM – Mountain Resort Management

Intelligent. Innovative. Efficient.

MRM once more proves with their new SECOLO Wireless Locking System that multifunctionality and easy operation go
hand in hand. Twodifferent user interfaces allowmaximumuser-friendliness for applications in the leisure sector aswell as
in areas with the highest safety requirements. The seamless transition from a stand alone lock to a locking system with
wireless networking and a software means that the SL3000 is always a safe investment. It doesn‘t matter whether you
need cabinets assigned to a specific person or the option of free choice, identification with PIN, RFID card, both together or
even the2-person-principle.
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Advantages of the SECOLO System

Wireless network ensures efficient and affordable installation
Wireless alerting in case of break-in or tampering
Free to choose any locker with any RFID data carrier
(ISO14443/ISO15693)
Deployable either as stand-alone or with software management
Communication and data storage, encrypted according to
AES standard
Intelligent, highly energy-efficient wireless reporting ensures
long battery life
Automatic locking when closing the locker door (adjustable)
Tamper-safe locking (permanent magnets, mechanical action, …)
Optional RFID data carrier reading either through approach or
at the power saving push of a button
Different identification options: only PIN, RFID data carrier with
and without PIN, 2-person-principle, …

SECOLO software modules

The SECOLO Wireless Locking System can be combined with the following
SECOLO applications to manage the lockers as well as the access privileges:

SECOLO Management Centre
System configuration, management of access privileges,
event analysis

SECOLO Rental
Application for dynamic allocation of rental lockers to any person,
activation of data carriers for the use of one or several lockers when
free to choose a locker, displaying occupied lockers

SECOLO Alarm App
Break-in or tamper alert directly on the phone or the handheld device of
the person responsible for the security

The flexible interface concept makes management with third-party
applications very easy.

Leading with innovative technology One product - versatile in its applications

SECOLO Wireless Locking System

SECOLO for all types of cabinets.
We will be glad to advise you.

SECOLO Security Lock 3001 SECOLO Locking Unit SECOLO Security Lock 3000
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Our innovative wireless technology allows the networking of all lockers,
without having to lay cables. This saves a lot ofwiring efforts and therefore also
reduces costs. MRM falls back on its 10 years of development experience
when it comes to matters such as highly energy-saving wireless technology
and consequently stands out with secure transmission, optimal wireless
reporting and very longbattery life.

The SECOLO Wireless Locking System offers a wide range of different
functions and operating modes for several possible applications across the
board. The SL3000 as well as the SL3001 can be incorporated in any new or
already existing lockers of various designs.Depending on the applicationarea,
you have two different operation varieties and design versions to choose from:
black as standard andwhite for clientswith special requirements.


